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Jee Mains 2014 Question Paper
Objective Chemistry Chapter-wise MCQs for NTA JEE
Main/ BITSAT/ NEET/ AIIMS 3rd EditionTARGET JEE
Main 2020 (2002 - 2019 Solved Papers + 10 Mock
Tests) 20th Edition6 JEE Main Online 2020 Phase I
Solved Papers with 10 Mock Tests (5 Online)CTET &
State TETs: Child Development and Pedagogy Paper 1
& 2 with Previous Year Question PapersIIT JEE Physics
(1978 to 2018: 41 Years) Topic-wise Complete
SolutionsUnderstanding OpticsNTA JEE Main 101
Speed Tests (87 Chapter-wise + 12 Subject-wise + 2
Full)5 New Pattern Mock Tests for NTA JEE Main 2020
Exam - 75 Questions per Test - 3rd EditionComplete
Mathematics(Free Sample) 19 Years JEE MAIN Chapterwise Solved Papers (2002 - 20) 12th EditionIndia After
Gandhi15 Mock Tests for NTA JEE Main 2020 - Latest
75 Question PatternLakhmir Singh’s Science for Class
8Love You ForeverJEE Main Mock Test
PapersEducative JEE MathematicsBasic Laws of
Electromagnetism14 Years' IIT JEE Solved Papers
2020(FREE SAMPLE) JEE Advanced 14 Year-wise
Solved Papers 1 & 2 (2006 - 2019)CRASH COURSE
JEE(MAIN) / AIEEE - MATHEMATICSBITSAT 11 Year-wise
Solved Papers (2019-2009) 2nd EditionNew Pattern Iit
Jee PhysicsFor the Love of PhysicsModern Approach
To Chemical Calculations An Introduction To The Mole
Concept43 Years JEE Advanced (1978 - 2020) + JEE
Main Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved Papers
Mathematics 16th EditionChemistryConcepts Of
Physics43 Years JEE Advanced (1978 - 2020) + JEE
Main Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved Papers
Chemistry 16th Edition(FREE SAMPLE) Objective
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NCERT Xtract Physics for NEET-JEE Main, Class 11-12,
AIIMS, BITSAT, JIPMER, JEE Advanced 4th
EditionTARGET NTA JEE Main 2021 Solved Papers & 10
Mock Tests on 75 Question Pattern 22nd Edition43
Years JEE Advanced (1978 - 2020) + JEE Main
Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved Papers Physics 16th
EditionObjective Physics Chapter-wise MCQs for NTA
JEE Main/ BITSAT/ NEET/ AIIMS 3rd Edition35 JEE Main
ONLINE & OFFLINE Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics
Topic-wise Solved Papers - 4th EditionJEE Advanced
Physics - Mechanics 1 | Third Edition | By
PearsonComprehensive Guide to BITSAT Online Test
2020 with Past 2014-2019 Solved Papers & 90 Online
Mock Tests 11th editionCSAT: civil services aptitude
test15 Practice Sets for JEE Main 2020(FREE SAMPLE)
TARGET NTA JEE Main 2020 - 20 Solved Papers & 10
Mock Tests on 75 Question Pattern 21st EditionAieee
Topic-Wise Solved PapersNumerical Chemistry

Objective Chemistry Chapter-wise MCQs
for NTA JEE Main/ BITSAT/ NEET/ AIIMS
3rd Edition
TARGET JEE Main 2020 (2002 - 2019
Solved Papers + 10 Mock Tests) 20th
Edition
6 JEE Main Online 2020 Phase I Solved
Papers with 10 Mock Tests (5 Online)
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CTET & State TETs: Child Development
and Pedagogy Paper 1 & 2 with Previous
Year Question Papers
IIT JEE Physics (1978 to 2018: 41 Years)
Topic-wise Complete Solutions
TARGET JEE Main 2020 helps in Understanding the
Test, Exam Pattern, Solving Past Questions &
Practicing Mock Test to Revise all important concepts
necessary to crack the JEE Main exam. The book
provides all the Past (20) & Mock (10) papers with
their detailed solutions. The book consists of : •
Previous Year papers of AIEEE (2002 to 2012) & JEE
Main 2013 - 2019; • The book includes the 1 paper
each of 2019 Ph I & II. • The book also includes the
rescheduled paper of 2011. Thus, in all, 20 Past
papers are provided in the book. • The book also
includes 10 Mock tests for JEE Main along with
detailed solutions. Mastery over this book will
definitely improve your Score by 15%.

Understanding Optics
NTA JEE Main 101 Speed Tests (87
Chapter-wise + 12 Subject-wise + 2 Full)
Born against a background of privation and civil war,
divided along lines of caste, class, language and
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religion, independent India emerged, somehow, as a
united and democratic country. Ramachandra Guha’s
hugely acclaimed book tells the full story – the pain
and the struggle, the humiliations and the glories – of
the world’s largest and least likely democracy. While
India is sometimes the most exasperating country in
the world, it is also the most interesting.
Ramachandra Guha writes compellingly of the myriad
protests and conflicts that have peppered the history
of free India. Moving between history and biography,
the story of modern India is peopled with
extraordinary characters. Guha gives fresh insights
into the lives and public careers of those long-serving
Prime Ministers, Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi.
But the book also writes with feeling and sensitivity
about lesser-known (though not necessarily less
important) Indians – peasants, tribals, women,
workers and musicians. Massively researched and
elegantly written, India After Gandhi is a remarkable
account of India’s rebirth, and a work already hailed
as a masterpiece of single volume history. This tenth
anniversary edition, published to coincide with
seventy years of India’s independence, is revised and
expanded to bring the narrative up to the present.

5 New Pattern Mock Tests for NTA JEE
Main 2020 Exam - 75 Questions per Test
- 3rd Edition
This book is meant to be a quick refresher for JEE
(MAIN)/AIEEE aspirants. With the aim and scope of
providing a comprehensive study package for
aspirants of JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE, this crash course
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focuses less on theory and more on concepts,
formulae and tips. This is supported by plenty of
practice problems based on the latest formats,
structure and syllabus of JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE. This is
further supplemented by a CD given along with this
study kit with fully solved 2012 JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE
question paper.Salient features: A Based on the latest
pattern and syllabus of JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE A Solved
examples, practice problems in each chapter A
Previous years question papers fully solved A Less
theory and more concepts, formulae and tips A
Practice CD with fully solved JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE 2012
question paper A Plenty of problems for practice A
Comprehensive, holistic revision of the complete
syllabus of JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE A In-depth analysis of the
recent trends of JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE A A quick and
efficient study kit for JEE (MAIN)/AIEEE aspirants A
Facilitates self-study. A Low priced, handy book for
quick and efficient revision

Complete Mathematics
(Free Sample) 19 Years JEE MAIN Chapterwise Solved Papers (2002 - 20) 12th
Edition
THE QUICK AND PAINLESS WAY TO TEACH YOURSELF
BASIC CHEMISTRY CONCEPTS AND TERMS Chemistry:
A Self-Teaching Guide is the easy way to gain a solid
understanding of the essential science of chemistry.
Assuming no background knowledge of the subject,
this clear and accessible guide covers the central
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concepts and key definitions of this fundamental
science, from the basic structure of the atom to
chemical equations. An innovative self-guided
approach enables you to move through the material
at your own pace—gradually building upon your
knowledge while you strengthen your critical thinking
and problem-solving skills. This edition features new
and revised content throughout, including a new
chapter on organic chemistry, designed to
dramatically increase how fast you learn and how
much you retain. This powerful learning resource
features: An interactive, step-by-step method proven
to increase your understanding of the fundamental
concepts of chemistry Learning objectives, practice
questions, study problems, and a self-review test in
every chapter to reinforce your learning An emphasis
on practical concepts and clear explanations to
ensure that you comprehend the material quickly
Engaging end-of-chapter stories connecting the
material to a relevant topic in chemistry to bring
important concepts to life Concise, student-friendly
chapters describing major chemistry concepts and
terms, including the periodic table, atomic weights,
chemical bonding, solutions, gases, solids, and liquids
Chemistry: A Self-Teaching Guide is an ideal resource
for high school or college students taking introductory
chemistry courses, for students taking higher level
courses needing to refresh their knowledge, and for
those preparing for standardized chemistry and
medical career admission tests.

India After Gandhi
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• The book 35 JEE Main Physics, Chemistry &
Mathematics Online & Offline Topic-wise Solved
Papers provides the last 16 years ONLINE & OFFLINE
2002-17 papers. • The book contains a total of 35
papers - 17 papers of AIEEE/ JEE Main from the year
2002 - 2017 held OFFLINE including the AIEEE 2011
RESCHEDULED paper and 18 JEE Main papers held
ONLINE from 2012-17. • The books are distributed
into around 28,31 & 27 topics in Physics, Chemistry &
Mathematics respectively exactly following the
chapter sequence of the NCERT books of class 11 and
12. • The questions in each topic are immediately
followed by their detailed solutions. The book
constitutes around 4100 most important MCQs.

15 Mock Tests for NTA JEE Main 2020 Latest 75 Question Pattern
Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8
Topic-wise Solved Papers are known as the best
preparatory material. AIEEE Topic-wise Solved Papers
consists of last 9 years (2002-10) memory based
solved papers of Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics
distributed in around 20-25 topics each. Just revise
one topic and then solve previous year questions on
that topic. The strength of the book lies in the
originality of its question papers and Errorless
Solutions.

Love You Forever
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JEE Main Mock Test Papers
THIS BOOK HAS BEEN DEVELOPED AND DESIGNED TO
OVERCOME WITH PRESSING NEED OF JEE MAIN
ASPIRANTS. THE BOOK CONTAINS 10 MOCK TEST
PAPERS WITH ANSWER KEY AND DETAILED SOLUTION.
THIS WILL GUIDE THE COURSE OF PREPARATION OF
AN ASPIRANT IN A DEFINITE AND REQUIRED
DIRECTION,LIKE RADAR. MOREOVER SOLUTION IS IN
APPROPRIATE MANNER SO THAT AVERAGE STUDENT
CAN UNDERSTANT AND SOLVE PROBLEMS EASILY.
THIS BOOK ALSO HELPS STUDENTS IN CONCEPT
BUILDING.

Educative JEE Mathematics
Basic Laws of Electromagnetism
14 Years' IIT JEE Solved Papers 2020
The book 15 Practice Sets for RRB Junior Engineer
Stage I Online Exam with 3 Online Tests provides 15
Practice Sets - 12 in the book and 3 Online - on the
exact pattern as specified in the latest notification.
The book provides the 2014 & 2015 Solved Papers.
Each Test contains 100 questions divided into 4
sections: General Intelligence & Reasoning (25),
General Awareness (15), General Science (30), and
Mathematics (30). The solution to each Test is
provided at the end of the book. This book will really
help the students in developing the required Speed
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and Strike Rate, which can increase their final score
by 15% in the final exam.

(FREE SAMPLE) JEE Advanced 14 Yearwise Solved Papers 1 & 2 (2006 - 2019)
CRASH COURSE JEE(MAIN) / AIEEE MATHEMATICS
BITSAT 11 Year-wise Solved Papers
(2019-2009) 2nd Edition
Key Features: Physical aspects of the phenomena are
clearly explained. Multiple model representations are
employed as per necessity. Problems complementing
the text are extensively given. About the Book: 'Basic
Laws of Electromagnetism' is a book describing the
Fundamental Laws of Electromagnetism with allied
examples to help and enable the readers to attain a
deeper understanding of the subject and visualize the
wide range of applications of the ideas discussed.The
book lays emphasis on the physical aspects of the
phenomena, avoiding superfluous mathematical
formulae.The textbook is quite handy for the students
of senior secondary and undergraduate levels, and
also for various engineering and medical entrance
examinations. This is newly typeset print of a
'Classical Book' in Physics.

New Pattern Iit Jee Physics
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“YOU HAVE CHANGED MY LIFE” is a common refrain in
the emails Walter Lewin receives daily from fans who
have been enthralled by his world-famous video
lectures about the wonders of physics. “I walk with a
new spring in my step and I look at life through
physics-colored eyes,” wrote one such fan. When
Lewin’s lectures were made available online, he
became an instant YouTube celebrity, and The New
York Times declared, “Walter Lewin delivers his
lectures with the panache of Julia Child bringing
French cooking to amateurs and the zany theatricality
of YouTube’s greatest hits.” For more than thirty
years as a beloved professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Lewin honed his singular craft
of making physics not only accessible but truly fun,
whether putting his head in the path of a wrecking
ball, supercharging himself with three hundred
thousand volts of electricity, or demonstrating why
the sky is blue and why clouds are white. Now, as Carl
Sagan did for astronomy and Brian Green did for
cosmology, Lewin takes readers on a marvelous
journey in For the Love of Physics, opening our eyes
as never before to the amazing beauty and power
with which physics can reveal the hidden workings of
the world all around us. “I introduce people to their
own world,” writes Lewin, “the world they live in and
are familiar with but don’t approach like a
physicist—yet.” Could it be true that we are shorter
standing up than lying down? Why can we snorkel no
deeper than about one foot below the surface? Why
are the colors of a rainbow always in the same order,
and would it be possible to put our hand out and
touch one? Whether introducing why the air smells so
fresh after a lightning storm, why we briefly lose (and
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gain) weight when we ride in an elevator, or what the
big bang would have sounded like had anyone existed
to hear it, Lewin never ceases to surprise and delight
with the extraordinary ability of physics to answer
even the most elusive questions. Recounting his own
exciting discoveries as a pioneer in the field of X-ray
astronomy—arriving at MIT right at the start of an
astonishing revolution in astronomy—he also brings to
life the power of physics to reach into the vastness of
space and unveil exotic uncharted territories, from
the marvels of a supernova explosion in the Large
Magellanic Cloud to the unseeable depths of black
holes. “For me,” Lewin writes, “physics is a way of
seeing—the spectacular and the mundane, the
immense and the minute—as a beautiful, thrillingly
interwoven whole.” His wonderfully inventive and
vivid ways of introducing us to the revelations of
physics impart to us a new appreciation of the
remarkable beauty and intricate harmonies of the
forces that govern our lives.

For the Love of Physics
As the pattern of JEE Main 2020 is changed by NTA,
Disha launches the latest (3rd) & Upgraded edition of
its popular book '5 New Pattern Mock Tests for NTA
JEE Main 2020 Exam - 75 Question per Test'. The book
provides you 5 authentic Mock Tests based on the
latest syllabus and pattern of 75 questions each. Each
Mock Tests contains 60 Multiple Choice Questions (20
each in Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics) & 15
Numeric Answer Questions (5 each in Physics,
Chemistry & Mathematics). The detailed solution of
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each test is provided immediately after each test. The
book also provide 240 Most Probable Numeric Answer
Questions (80 per subject) for JEE Main 2020.

Modern Approach To Chemical
Calculations An Introduction To The Mole
Concept
43 Years JEE Advanced (1978 - 2020) +
JEE Main Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved
Papers Mathematics 16th Edition
Chemistry
Concepts Of Physics
The Smart & Innovative Book from Disha 'NTA JEE
Main 101 Speed Tests' contains: 1. 87 Chapter-wise +
12 Subject-wise + 2 Full Syllabus Tests based on the
NCERT & JEE Main Syllabus. 2. Carefully selected
Questions (30 per Chapter /Subject & 90 per Full Test)
that helps you assess & master the complete syllabus
for JEE Main. 2. The book is divided into 3 parts: (a) 87
Chapter-wise Tests (29 in Physics, 30 in Chemistry &
28 in Mathematics); (b) 12 Subject-wise (4 each in
Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics); (c) 2 Full Test of
PCM. 3. Time Limit, Maximum Marks, Cutoff,
Qualifying Score for each Test is provided. 4. These
Tests will act as an Ultimate tool for Concept
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Checking & Speed Building. 5. Collection of 3210
MCQ’s of all variety as per latest pattern & syllabus of
NEET exam. This book, if completed with FULL
HONESTY, will help you improve your score by
15-20%. A Must Have Book in the last 3-4 months of
the exam and can be completed in 105 Hrs.

43 Years JEE Advanced (1978 - 2020) +
JEE Main Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved
Papers Chemistry 16th Edition
In the past few years, the IIT-JEE has evolved as an
examination designed to check a candidate’s true
scientific skills. The examination pattern needs one to
see those little details which others fail to see. These
details tell us how much in-depth we should know to
explain a concept in the right direction. Keeping the
present-day scenario in mind, JEE Advanced Physics
series is written for students, to allow them not only
to learn the tools but also to see why they work so
nicely in explaining the beauty of ideas behind the
subject. The central goal of this series is to help the
students develop a thorough understanding of Physics
as a subject. This series stresses on building a rocksolid technical knowledge based on firm foundation of
the fundamental principles followed by a large
collection of formulae. The primary philosophy of this
series is to guide the aspirants towards detailed
groundwork for strong conceptual understanding and
development of problem-solving skills like mature and
experienced physicists. This updated Third Edition of
the series will help the aspirants prepare for both
Advanced and Main levels of JEE conducted for IITs
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and other elite engineering institutions in India. This
book will also be equally useful for the students
preparing for Physics Olympiads. All books in this
series are enriched with detailed exhaustive theory
that introduces the concepts of Physics in a clear,
concise, thorough and easy-to-understand language.
A large collection of relevant problems is provided in
eight major categories (including updated archive for
JEE Advanced and JEE Main), for which the solutions
are demonstrated in a logical and stepwise manner.
Features: 1. Learning Objectives . 2. Solved Example
as per subtopic wise . 3. Test your Concepts . 4.
Problem solving Techniques . 5. Conceptual Notes . 6.
Practice Exercise . 7. Previous Year JEE Main &
Advanced Question . 8. Answer Key and Complete
solution of all question. Table of Contents: 1.
Mathematical Physics . 2. Measurements and General
Physics . 3. Vectors . 4. Kinematics I . 5. Kinematics II .
6. Newton’s Laws of Motion

(FREE SAMPLE) Objective NCERT Xtract
Physics for NEET-JEE Main, Class 11-12,
AIIMS, BITSAT, JIPMER, JEE Advanced 4th
Edition
Abby is seventeen when he first falls in love. Shalini
loves him too, and wants to marry him. But after
three years of their relationship, she dumps him
brutally one day, leaving him with a torturous set of
unanswered questions. Why did Shalini suddenly
dump Abby? Does Abby still love her? He changes,
and so do his views about women. He does things
forbidden. He is happy, but love shows up in his life
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again, this time in the form of Myra, who he marries.
She changes him back to his innocent self, but when
life throws a curve, she herself turns evil. Just when
he gets things in control, Shalini makes a comeback.
Will he dump Myra and their son Rey for Shalini, or
will Myra walk away with Rey? Love You Forever is
based on a real life story of love – betrayal, success –
failure, fun – struggle, and marriage – separation in
the life of an IITian/ ISBian entrepreneurturnedauthor.

TARGET NTA JEE Main 2021 Solved
Papers & 10 Mock Tests on 75 Question
Pattern 22nd Edition
"Bring conceptual clarity and develop the skills to
approach any unseen problem, step by step." - HC
Verma "Great Book to read and understand! Quality
explanations and methodical approach separates this
book from the rest. A clear winner in its category."
-Review on Amazon "Must have book for every IIT JEE
aspirant! There are many solution books available in
the market but this book is a class apart. Solutions
are explained in detail. In many questions there are
extra points which are beneficial for aspirants." Review on Amazon Written by IITians, foreword by Dr
HC Verma and appreciated by students as well as
teachers. Two IITian have worked together to provide
a high quality Physics problem book to Indian
students. It is an indispensable collection of previous
41 years IIT questions and their illustrated solutions
for any serious aspirant. The success of this work lies
in making the readers capable to solve complex
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problems using few basic principles. The readers are
also asked to attempt variations of the solved
problems to help them understand the concepts
better. The students can use the book as a readily
available mentor for providing hints or complete
solutions as per their needs. Key features of the book
are: - Concept building by problem solving. The
solutions reveals all the critical points. - 1400+ solved
problems from IIT JEE. The book contains all questions
and their solutions. - Topic-wise content arrangement
to enables IIT preparation with school education. Promotes self learning. Can be used as a readily
available mentor for solutions.

43 Years JEE Advanced (1978 - 2020) +
JEE Main Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved
Papers Physics 16th Edition
IIT JEE Exam is considered one of the toughest
entrance exam and lakhs of students apply for this
exam, it can be qualified through solid practice,
strong and clear concepts in all three subject. With a
regular practice from the right kind of solved papers
help students to get acquainted with the exam
pattern, Type of questions, important topics which
enhances the speed and efficiency. The revised
edition of Arihant’s “14 Years' Solved Papers
(2006-2019) IIT JEE (JEE MAIN & ADVANCED)” has
facilitated the students who are preparing the for this
important entrance examination. It has been
consciously revised to help the students by improving
their problem solving skills through the questions that
are provided in the book. This book provides detailed
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step-by-step solutions to analytical, theoretical and
calculative questions that are being asked in the
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics. It enables the
candidates to understand the concept deeply from
the very basic level. This book is considered to be
best tool for getting success in the upcoming IIT JEE
Exam 2020. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved Papers
(2006-2019), JEE Main & Advanced 2019, JEE Main &
Advanced 2017, JEE Main & Advanced 2016, JEE Main
& Advanced 2015, JEE Main & Advanced 2014, JEE
Main & Advanced 2013, IIT JEE 2012, IIT JEE 2011, IIT
JEE 2010, IIT JEE 2009, IIT JEE 2008, IIT JEE 2007, IIT
JEE 2006.

Objective Physics Chapter-wise MCQs for
NTA JEE Main/ BITSAT/ NEET/ AIIMS 3rd
Edition
35 JEE Main ONLINE & OFFLINE Physics,
Chemistry & Mathematics Topic-wise
Solved Papers - 4th Edition
As per the norms of Right of Children to Free and
Compulsory Education (RTE) Act 2009, the Ministry of
Human Resource Development, Government of India
has made it compulsory to qualify State Level T.E.T
(Teachers Eligibility Test) even to qualify as a teacher
at an elementary level. Considering the significance
of all eligibility tests at State level or Central level, I
have brought this unique book for all the aspirants
which will help them immensely to perform well in the
CTET/State TET exams. This Book - CTET & TETs Page 17/21
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Child Development and Pedagogy Paper 1 & 2
contains an insight about each and every concept
with detailed notes and explanation on the same. It
also covers Previous Year Question Papers with
answers from CTET Paper 1 & Paper 2 (2011–2019).
This book will help you in understanding and all the
key concepts and kind of questions expected in CTET
& other State TETs. This book is also useful for
KVS/NVS aspirants, B.Ed. Students, Grade XI students,
teachers and anyone who is interested in
psychologists, theories, pedagogy concepts, concepts
on child development etc. This book has been
designed in such a way that learners with minimum
English language skills will also comprehend the
concepts. The book will definitely help you understand
each and every concept very clearly and to get
extraordinary score in CTET and other TETs in your
first attempt itself.

JEE Advanced Physics - Mechanics 1 |
Third Edition | By Pearson
Comprehensive Guide to BITSAT Online
Test 2020 with Past 2014-2019 Solved
Papers & 90 Online Mock Tests 11th
edition
The book Guide to RRB Junior Engineer Stage I Online
Exam - 3rd Edition has 4 sections: General
Intelligence & Reasoning, General Awareness, General
Science and Mathematics. • Each section is further
divided into chapters which contains theory
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explaining the concepts involved followed by MCQ
exercises. • The book provides the past 2014 & 2015
Solved Papers. • The detailed solutions to all the
questions are provided at the end of each chapter. •
The General Science section provides material for
Physics, Chemistry and Biology till class 10.

CSAT: civil services aptitude test
15 Practice Sets for JEE Main 2020
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which
conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of
writing this series is to help students understand
difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy
language. The ebook version does not contain CD.

(FREE SAMPLE) TARGET NTA JEE Main
2020 - 20 Solved Papers & 10 Mock Tests
on 75 Question Pattern 21st Edition
Aieee Topic-Wise Solved Papers
JEE MAIN is now considered to be one the toughest
papers. In order to pursue of becoming an Engineer,
applicants needs to have clear concept, strong basic
foundation and sheer practice of every subject to
touch the given benchmark. “Test Drive for JEE MAIN
2020” provides the complete online and offline
assessment & practice package for the preparation of
JEE MAIN EXAM. The study material provided in the
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book are as per the latest syllabus. Moreover, the
whole book is divided into 3 Stages: 1 st Stage: PREP
ANALYSIS STAGE: that consist 72 Unit Tests (Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics) which help students to
understand the paper format of each subject, 2 nd
Stage: THE ACQUAINTANCE STAGE: this stage
provides the 15 Practice Sets that help aspirants to
make them acquaintance with the trend and the
difficulty level of the paper and last the 3 rd Stage:
RESULT PREDICTION STAGE: this stage provides the 6
Previous Years’ papers for thorough practice leaving
no stones untouched. Solutions provided for the
questions are authentic, have conceptual approach
and well explained in in details. This book also give
the free online practice papers that gives the real feel
of the examination. This book will help you to score
more in the exam as well as in the academics if
thorough practice done from this book. TABLE OF
CONTENTS PREP ANALYSIS STAGE: Unit Test of
(Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics), THE
ACQUAINTANCE STAGE: Practice Sets (1-15), RESULT
PREDICTION STAGE: Solved Paper 2014-2018, Online
JEE Main April 2019, Online JEE Main January 2019.

Numerical Chemistry
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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